









  This paper attempts to disambiguate the relationship between the conceptual entity commonly 
referred to as stative and the English present progressive. It is claimed that this aspectual notion 
should be defined simply in terms of cognitive homogeneity which can in fact be compatible with 
the construction and that the intrinsic function of this periphrastic form is to narrow down the 
speaker’s viewing scope to the actual phenomenal ‘here and now’ situation being foregrounded, 
superimposed on the back-grounded situation which the stem verb of the participle designates. 
This characterization leads to identifying one basic core meaning of the construction, which 
Kranich (2010: 72) has expressed skepticism about achieving. It also explains diverse facets of the 
progressive. For instance, the progressive is found largely within the context of the speech-based 
discourse, conceivably because the construction requires the speech-participants to share the same 
real-time and mental-space. I’m liking it may at times suggest temporariness because it is basically 
about an actual ‘here and now’ feeling. The speaker, however, may not necessarily be conscious of 
the boundaries of the fondness, which would entail possibility for a stative construal for the situation 
expressed by the verb like. I’m hoping if you could …. could be used for mitigating the addressee’s 
mental burden as the construction presents the request as if it is entertained merely at the speech 
moment. The oddity of It is being 5 o’clock may be attributable to superfluity of narrowing the scope 
for an already momentary situation. The construction is occasionally used for emphasis because 
confining induces focusing. 
  This study first introduces remarkably eminent grammars in the 18th century, including Lowth 
(1762), Webster (1784), Murray (1795) and Blanch (1799) which employ sentences such as I am 
loving and He was loving as illustrative models to explain the construction and then the fact that 
this practice was substantially common in late modern grammar writing. Examined at the same 
time are diachronic as well as synchronic actual usage data within the context of the speech-based 
discourse. Colossal success of Murray’s grammar compilation, which adopted the prescriptive rule 
that suppresses use of the progressive with a stative verb in 1799, might have infiltrated the rule 
into norm-conscious writing, but there does not seem to be particular necessity to defend the rule in 
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1. はじめに
???????????????????????????? feel, want, love, like?
????? (1a)? (1d)????????????????????????
(1a) I’m feeling so much better.
(1b) Why are you wanting to leave your present job??
(1c) I’m loving all of it ?）.




(1e) We are wanting people who show respect for others, respect for New 









??????????????????Wright (1994)?The modal progressive?Hübler
(1998)?The expressive progressive?Smitterberg (2005)?The not-solely aspectual 
progressive?Kranich (2010)?The subjective progressive????Anderwald (2016)
?McDonald? I’m loving it?????????Smitterberg (2005: 209)??????
Christina Rossetti?????????????????? (3)?????




Williams (2002: 80)???? (i)????????????????????







(3) I am wanting (yet dreading?) to see some day the additions to Sister Helen:




(4a) I am wanting to lose weight.
(4b) I want to lose weight. 
????????always, constantly???????????????????）?
(5a) And he was always wanting more than I ever promised to do for any of you.
?????(Graham Green, Human Factor, 1978)
(5b) She was always hating the very sight of one thing or another….
?????(Katherine Anne Porter, Flowering Judas, 1930)
??????????????????????????????? (6)??????
???????????????????
(6) And she’s always being kind to absolutely bone-crushingly boring people-
she’s always helping out the drips of this life. And yet she’s so cheerful and 
funny. (“A Young Author Probes Old Themes,” Nan Robertson/ 1978 From 
the New York Times, 31 May 1978, sec. II, 1, 8. Copyright © 1978 by the 
New York Times Company. Reprinted by permission. Conversation with 





(7a) The Sphinx stands by the Nile.







(5a) ???????????Maurice?????You know how the Russians are. I had an 









???Knowles (1796: 59)?Murray (1799: 82, 1800: 97)??????????????
?????????????????Lowth (1762: 56)?Webster (1784: 24)?Murray(1795:
61, 1796: 72-73, 1797: 84, 1798: 81)?Blanch (????: ??)?????????????
?????????????? I am loving????）???????????????
??Webster ??I love????????????????????????????
?????I am loving????????????????????????????cf.
?? : ??????????????????????????Martínez (2014)??????
??????????Blanch??I am loving??????紛れもなく???????




(8a) Two years ago, three men were loving her, as they called it.  
             (Elizabeth Barrett-Browning, 1846, from Arnaud: 2003: 16)
(8b) ... it is useless for me to say he is not, or that I am loving a shadow.   ???
     (Lew Wallace, The Fair God (1873))
(8c) The French doll she was loving wore an exquisite powered wig and its idiot 
glass eyes sought solace in Miriam’s?）.        (Truman Capote, Miriam (1953))
Brown (1851: 360)??He was loving? loving???????????????? I
am loving???????????????????? (8a)(8b)(8c)?????????
??????Corbet (1743: 68)?Story (1783:25-1793: 26)?Harrison (1784:47, 1794: 53, 1800: 
31)?Brittain (1788: 51)?Postlethwaite (1795: 99)?Fenning (1800: 54)?Lennie (1810: 39)?
Bullions (1834: 38)?Farnum (1842: 42)?Swett (1844: 58)?Weld (1849: 100)?Fowler (1851: 
39)?Thring (1851: 35)?Vickroy (1868: 52)?Ussher (1785: 41)?Webster (????, the ?rd ed.: 52)
?????Brown (1851: 360)?????????????????Henry Sweet (1900)??? I am 
seeing?????????









?????Lowth???? I am loving????Pickbourn????????????
?????Pickbourn?Lowth????????????????????????
????Lowth?Webster?Blanch?????????Pickbourn?????Brown
(????)???????????? I respect him ??????? I am respecting him?
??????????????????????????? I am loving????????
Webster? I am loving????????????????????????
?Pickbourn ?????????? I loved? I was loving????????????
???????????????????????????????????????




am loving???????????????????????Brittain (1788: 51, 100)
??????????? I love ?????????????????????????
???Pickbourn??????? I am loving??????????????????
??????????????????????







Coote (????: ??)????????Pickbourn (1789: 20-24)????????????
???）????????Webster????????????????????????
?????????????Pickbourn? I am loving??????????????
???Lowth???????????Lowth???????????????????
















am loving ?????????, ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????）????Brown (1851)










???Brown????Butler (1845: 91)?Reed and Kellogg (1880: 216)?????
????????????????????????? the action or being?????








Bullions???? Albany Academy????????????????? ?? ?????????




























































(11) Dionysius, tyrant of Syracuse, was always betraying his unhappiness.
            (Home, 1818, The Art of Thinking, p. 123)
?? (?a)?he was always wanting more????????????????????
?????????? /???????Structural/ Phenomenal?????????Goldsmith &
Woisetschlaeger (1982)?????????????The signal is green now??????
structural?????????????????????structural?????????????
?Pickbourn?????Coote (1788)????She is amiable????????????????
??????????????????????????? /?????????? /??????
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